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The spring/summer edition of Pit Stop contains some portfolio articles, a report from a day out at Theo Paphitis’
#SBSEvent in February, news on another award win for us and a whole lot more! This edition of Pit Stop is also the first
since our rebrand. The rebrand is a very subtle one as our identity didn’t need much work but our positioning within the
market needed addressing.
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We’ve evolved from a graphic design house into a full service boutique creative agency over the last couple of years and our
brand needed to catch up with us! Now offering a lot more than just graphic design, we’ve worked hard on our messaging and
tone of voice to realign ourselves and push our brand forward. Why not check out our revamped website where you’ll ﬁnd our
company promotional video that sets the tone for our rebrand perfectly? www.designpit.co.uk

Sarah Richards
strategy & planning
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There has been a lot going on here at DPHQ, a busy few months have seen us working closely with existing clients and new ones
on a variety of creative projects and there is a lot more in the pipeline, due to land in time for the next issue of Pit Stop! But for now,
please read on to discover what has been happening at Design Pit HQ over the past few months.

External contributions
Front cover photo by
Jakob Owens on Unsplash

capturing our why
We’ve been working with video and photography
company Cooper Cooper Media since February to shoot
and edit a promotional video for Design Pit which will
coincide with the launch of our newly revamped website.
We worked hard to tell our story and delved deep to
discover our “Why”. After reading a book by reknowned
American writer Simon Sinek, the reasons for Why we
do what we do became a focal point for us in our own
marketing and an approach that we’ve started applying
to client projects.

Page 6 STD photo by
Alex Iby on Unsplash

Head over to www.designpit.co.uk to see the video on
the home page!

Page 10 photo by Adrián
Tormo on Unsplash

Top: The studio was rearranged to try and capture Gareth’s “best side”. Needless to say, this took a while...
Above: A stunning still from the drone section of our company promo video called “Design is Knowledge”...
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BNI Elite meets weekly at Moor Hall Hotel in Sutton Coldfield. Elite is
the top performing BNI Chapter in the Birmingham & Coventry region,
turning over in excess of £1 million in the past 12 months. Design Pit
is proud to have been a member here for the last 3 years.
Please email gareth@designpit.co.uk to check the seat availability, suitability of
your business and request a visit at one of the region’s best value BNI Chapters.
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rebranding: jc academy

DESIGN BY:
Gareth Robertson

JC Academy are a coaching and sports company based in
the Midlands. They operate nationally offering sports clubs,
holiday clubs and PE services to schools and academies.
They approached us in February with a brief for a rebrand,
they wanted to overhaul their existing identity that had been
with them since day one. Revamping an established identity
is something that should never be taken lightly. JC Academy
have been operating in their industry for nearly six years so
it was vital to consider this as we approached the project.
During a briefing meeting with managing director and lead
coach Jack Craven, we mapped out his vision for the business
and worked out how the rebrand aligned with his plans. It
was clear that Jack knew where is going and understood
that the JC identity wasn’t right for the direction and space
he was starting to push into. “Jack is a savvy guy and has a
forward plan for JC that is exciting. It is great that he looks at
his brand and appreciates what it represents and the value it
brings. To be asked to work on this project is flattering as Jack
really values his brand, identity and reputation; to be trusted
to work on it is a big responsibility” said Design Pit Creative
Director Gareth Robertson.
Jack wanted to move JC Academy into a more corporate
space and target schools where he can offer external
coaching support for a variety of sports, PPE cover and
after school clubs. In the infant sector, JC also offer training
for teachers on how to deliver PE lessons. Jack recognised
education as a sector which offers exceptional opportunities
for growth and this formed the basis for our brief. The next
step was to conduct some research into the industry, take a
look at some competitors within the space that JC was being
taken to see what they were doing in terms of identity. We
quickly found ten competitors online and took some time to
look at their websites, focusing closely on the logo, the styling
of the site and the tone that was set across the website.

“Working with Design Pit was great as they took
their time to understand our business and where
we going” Jack Craven - Managing Director, JC Academy
“I was in a fortunate position that my whole family works in or has worked in education so I was able to call on them to help with
some relevant opinion in the research stages” said Gareth. “I had some thoughts of my own but I asked my wife and father for
their opinions on which logos appealed to them, what elements they thought worked well and conversely which ones didn’t
work so well. My wife Sarah is a PE teacher at a private school and often looks at coaching companies who can support her
department and my Dad was a headteacher in an infant school where external coaching companies were often vital. Both of
them could offer a genuine and relevant opinion so I called on them here. Their feedback was very interesting indeed and helped
form a thought process for us when we started to develop ideas for a new logo”.
The most interesting observation that came from our market research was that the existing JC logo was not liked at all. The
feedback on it was quite negative so Jack was pleased that he was taking the steps to rebrand now, before he launched into the
new sector. We needed to look a little closer at the existing logo and work out what really wasn’t working. From a design point of
view, the typography is weak. The font choice is very American, a collegiate style font that doesn’t really sit well in the UK market.
The balance in sizing compared to the silhouettes is also wrong, both of our market research subjects said that the JC brand was
difficult to read at a smaller size on screen and in print. And the silhouettes were also wrong, they were all adults playing sports,
but JC are all about children, games and PE. Going through this process of research was a valuable use of time as we now had
some facts to work on as we started to work up our initial ideas for how the logo could look. As we sketched through our initial
ideas, something that played on our minds was the strapline JC were using, Grow • Achieve • Believe. This somehow wasn’t saying
the right thing and sounded like a primary school motto rather than a strapline for a coaching business. It was clear that this
needed some more thought, and Jack agreed. “The strapline is something we’ve struggled with for a while. It has never quite
worked and we’ve spent a lot of time trying to come up with a new one. We thought we cracked it with Sports Educators but even
that didn’t feel right after I slept on it. When Design Pit raised this issue with the strapline I was really pleased that they were really
thinking about the whole identity rather than just how pretty they could make the logo look. Their approach was very holistic and
covered all sorts of angles that I’d not considered”.
After a presenting our initial ideas to Jack, we had a clear direction in which to take the design. We had a second meeting to run
over the feedback on the first proof and here we started to map out how the identity would span across four divisions of the JC
business. In the early days, JC Academy was purely a holiday club company with Jack running around from club to club in his
branded transit van, but now, over five years down the line, JC is much bigger and has developed several more service areas that
needed to be considered in our work rebranding the business. We established a new strapline in the second stage of the project
and demonstrated our ideas in a more finished state. We looked at how the four divisions could be differentiated from the main
brand but still feel part of a house style. The identity was really starting to take shape.
“The whole process of rebranding was daunting but I knew that we had to do it. Working with Design Pit was great as they took
their time to understand our business and where we going. They didn’t just draw something pretty, they learned about coaching
and thought about who we were talking to as potential customers. I’ve never found designers as thorough, their approach was
quite unique” commented Jack.

@design_pit

01543 241 251
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Theo Paphitis is one of United Kingdom’s highly profiled
entrepreneurs and among the world’s richest; Theo Paphitis
ranks in the best known business magnates of the world who
have made a big name for themselves in the retail sector.

our mate
Theo talks with AO owner John Roberts

Sarah, Theo and Gareth pose for a photo

Back in July 2017, Design Pit was selected as one of the
six weekly winners of Small Business Sunday, a Twitter
competition run by none other than former Dragons Den
favourite Theo Paphitis. The competition was something
Theo established three years ago as he felt there was a
need for him to create an online community for small
businesses to network, trade and flourish together. Each
week on Sunday evening between 5pm and 7pm, small
businesses tweet Theo directly with a reason why their
business is great and why they should win a place in the
#SBS community. Then on the following Monday, Theo
selects six weekly winners and announces them via a
tweet to his half a million followers.
The exposure is huge and within an hour of winning, our
following on Twitter had started to creep upwards and
we were getting lots of messages from previous winners,
welcoming us to the party! We then received an email from
the #SBS team with our login details for the #SBS website.
After logging in, we realised that there was a lot going
on within the community and made a note of the annual
winners event in February 2018. Over time, #SBS has grown
bigger and bigger so Theo decided to create an annual
event where winners could attend, listen to decorated guest
speakers, pick up offers at a mini expo, mingle within a
networking area and meet Theo for a photograph.
We booked two places for Design Pit, Office Coordinator
and Social Media Manager Sarah Richards and Creative
Director Gareth Robertson hopped onto the train for the short
journey into Birmingham from our base in the Cathedral city
of Lichfield. We arrived at the ICC in the centre of Birmingham
to register, not knowing what to expect from the event but
quickly we realised that Int was even bigger than we had
imagined! With around a thousand people in attendance, the
event was a seminar themed affair that housed a mini expo
where large companies such as HP, DHL and Ryman held
stands to exhibit.

ARTICLE BY: Gareth Robertson
SOCIAL MEDIA BY: Sarah Richards
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A thousand delegates in attendance

The main event was a Q&A with John Roberts, who is the
owner of AO; or Appliances Online which happens to be
Europes biggest electrical Whyte goods retailer. AO is worth
£1.2 billion pounds and John Roberts gave up his afternoon
to talk at the event. This talk, which also included Theo, was
truly inspirational as John opened up about his journey, the
trials and tribulations along the way and also the successes
that he has achieved with his business. Some of the quotes
from John’s talk were so inspiring, memorable and thoughprovoking that we have since written them down on our
office white board so we read them every day!
All in all, the day out at the #SBSEvent2018 was a hugely
successful one. Both Sarah and Gareth took so much away
from the event in terms of knowledge, tips, tricks and new
thought processes to work with. Over the coming weeks
and months, we’ll be getting more involved with the #SBS
community. There is opportunity around every corner and it
is important to put in the effort if you want to take something
from a community like #SBS.

Contact: sarah@designpit.co.uk

mr P...
Paphitis was born in Limassol,
Cyprus and moved to England
when he was nine. Theo has
Dyslexia however this did not
hinder his entrepreneurial activities
that had begun at the age of 15
when he started his own tuckshop
at school.
Today, his net worth is said to be
£280 million...

NEED SOME HELP WITH YOUR SOCIAL STRATEGY? WHY NOT GIVE US A CALL TO SEE HOW WE CAN HELP? 01543 241 251

@design_pit

01543 241 251
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design for print:
sommer event
flooring brochure

the world famous
design pit spot
the difference
competition!
There are five subtle differences between the two
images below - can you find them all? Some are obvious
and others are not!
If you find them all - drop us an email with your
Instagram or Twitter handle along with photographic
proof of your answers and we’ll post all correct entries
on our Instagram and Twitter accounts! Good luck!
Email your answers to: sarah@designpit.co.uk

When I took a call from a friend and long time business contact in late January, little did
I know that it would eventually lead to a great portfolio piece for us. David Kemp was
second ever one to one meetings at the first ever networking groups BusinessAM, way
back in April 2012. Over the years, we have become great friends and continued to do
business together as David moved through his career in electrical contracting and later
into the exhibition flooring industry.
David had moved to a new company, Sommer Event Flooring and they were about to exhibit
at the Olympia Expo in March. Sommer are event and exhibition floor coverings specialists and
provide an extensive range of coverings, carpets, vinyls and hard flooring for any eventuality.
They pride themselves on service and attention to detail in their own work; sharing the same
passion for events as their client’s.
After a detailed brief from David and his director Antoanella, we set about work compiling
content, sourcing imagery and sketching out design layouts for a 24 page brochure. The
brochure was an introducer to prospective clients, showing off the colour range of floor
coverings as well as new innovations such as printed carpet.
The end product is a triumph of print design, combining slick typography and elegant imagery to form
colourful pages. Function is not lost over form, with swatch references on each double page spread
mean that the brochure has a genuine use as well as working as a promotional tool.
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an old favourite returns

quick reads...
snow days
don’t stop
creativity!

One of our favourite illustration projects returned to brighten our day in snowy March.
Cannock Dairies tasked us to create an illustrated logo for their Slushy Joe’s brand over a year
ago, since then we’ve done a few jobs for them but nothing in the recent past. Then all of a
sudden, they made contact with us for some new labels and business cards! It’s great to work
with existing clients and see how our designs have helped to develop and establish products in
the market place. The Slushy Joe character is so recognisable and he looks fantastic on the new
business cards we designed and printed for them.

The first three months of the year saw some horrendous
weather land in the UK. The Beast from the East deposited
an incredible amount of snow and stayed with us for a full
week. And not long after that, a mini-Beast arrived over the
weekend of March 17th, leaving us with snow drifts up to a
foot high in some places.

TALK about mental health

The adverse weather conditions however, did not stop the
wheels of creativity turning at Design Pit HQ! Credit to all of
the team who battled through the conditions to get into work
safely and kept the business ticking over. How did the snow
affect you and your business?

Design Pit is helping a local man establish a mental
health awareness campaign. We were approached earlier
this year and things started happening in mid-April once we
had mapped out a forward plan for the Facebook based
campaign. Exciting times lie ahead...
“I started this page because I got fed up with not being
understood...”
Lewis Dewsnap is a young man that has so much passion
for his Faecbook page and openly shares his life story with
enthusiastic energy, charting inspiring and shocking stories
from his past. Lewis has experienced mental health issues
since he was just four years old, dealing with these issues for
the last twenty years have left a mark on him and now he is
using his experiences to do something for the good of others
who may be suffering as he has previously.

how we’re
supporting a
local charity

“Mental health isn’t talked about. Hardly anyone asks
you how you’re feeling...”
The aim of the page and campaign is to educate people to
understanding mental health and stop the stigma attached
to it. The page is not for support or to provide medical advice.
It is here so people can talk about mental health and feel
comfortable doing so. The goal is to help those who may be
suffering, have suffered as a result of mental health or care
for someone who suffers - the aim is to provide a safe haven
for everyone to talk and share experiences.
Visit: www.facebook.com/talkaboutyourmentalhealth

not a baby anymore...
On March 8th, creative director Gareth’s little baby girl turned 1. The last 12 months
have flown by and it hardly seems like yesterday that little Emily arrived in the world but
now, she is nearly walking, nearly talking and is the pride and joy of both Gareth and his
wife Sarah. Gareth said “The last year has been a journey! Running the business and
supporting us for ten months with Sarah off on maternity, and then juggling my work
with nursery and Sarah going back to work. It is all worth it when you look at how much
Emily is thriving now!”

@design_pit

In late 2017, we were thrilled to be made a Partner by local
refuge charity Pathway Project in Lichfield. Our connection
to Pathway came from a networking group where they’d
successfully pitched to become the group’s chosen charity
over two years ago. The work they do is truly inspirational
and we supported them by providing design services free of
charge, reduced rates on printed items and we have supplied
business cards free of charge. We’ll continue to support
Pathway Project and urge readers to read the article on page
9 of this issue of Pit Stop and visit their website:
www.pathway-project.co.uk

01543 241 251
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DESIGNS & ILLUSTRATION BY:
Dan Hollyoake

PORTFOLIO FOCUS

super hot sauce
with a bajan twist

Crop Over Kitchen are a Bajan inspired street food business based in Lichfield. They needed help with branding
and packaging some of their bottled sauces, and approached us for help...
The name Crop Over comes from the end of harvest festival in Barbados. An annual event that attracts many famous
celebrities to the island to take part in party fuelled carnivals and celebrations. This provided the inspiration for the colourful
logo and labels that we’ve been busy designing over the last few weeks. We are currently working on a label for the next
sauce product, Kickin’ Crop Over Ketchup - more news in the next edition on that!
Check out the cool illustration of David Headley - the inspiration behind Crop Over Kitchen - who is pictured on the first
sauce product... If you like spicy food... Headley’s Hot Sauce really is THAT hot! Extremely tasty with a spicy tickle!
Check out Crop Over on Instagram: @cropoverkitchen or visit online: www.cropoverkitchen.co.uk

Crop Over Festival carnival dancers

Lewis Hamilton living the dream at Crop Over Festival last year
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Rihanna is a regular at Crop Over

action kids: a project
supported by pathway...
Working with children and young people is a real passion and focus at Pathway. We know that they really are our
future (sorry for the pun!) However, sometimes life circumstances in a family can badly affect them, and their ability to
make friends, enjoy positive activities and be confident in trying new things can be affected.
Action Kids is the only service in Pathway that is not solely devoted to supporting victims of domestic and sexual abuse. It was an
adventure and a challenge in 2008 to be invited to set up something so different as this service, but thanks to a number of people
who helped to shape the service it has flourished into a hugely successful and amazing project. Action Kids is run by Heather
Foley, with assistance from Harry, Jo and the person who oversees it all – Hayley. We also have assistance from our volunteers and
peer mentors who help not only to assist with the youth club, but to help mentor the children when they are out on their activities.
Action Kids run a 10 week activity programme for each young person in the scheme, which is designed to build their self-esteem,
confidence and resilience. As one parent said, ‘D has no real friends and by going on activities it has given him the confidence to
mix with other children’.
The young people involved in the programme are encouraged to share their hopes, dreams and aspirations and to build a vision
of the things they want to gain. ‘I made new friends and some live by me so we keep in contact’, and ‘My favourite things were
spending time with the horses and playing with other children’. Another parent said ‘S now has a group of like-minded friends
who accept her for who she is. Action Kids were very understanding of S and her needs’. Children taken from a world where they
were unhappy and isolated and over a short time they become part of a group and feel they ‘belong’. Every young person taking
part becomes one of the team of Action Kids. They help to plan youth club activities and they learn to work together to make the
project a success. They remember the loneliness of not being accepted and so they work together to make Action Kids a success
that welcomes others and makes them feel part of it too. They make Action Kids a great place to be. Many of our young people
have things going on in their lives which can be a barrier to spending time with their peers. Some have caring responsibilities
at home, have suffered a bereavement or other life changing event. They may have witnessed domestic abuse, or been hurt
by a family break up. Some have conditions which have made life particularly challenging such as ADHD, Autism or Asperger’s
Syndrome. Whatever their personal challenge, their team challenge is to pull together to make Action Kids a warm, welcoming
and exciting environment.
Article from Hayley Cliff, Pathway Project Operations Director - hayleyc@pathway-project.co.uk

business networking
awards: more success...
Design Pit’s Roll of Honour at the
Business Networking Awards:
2012:

Best Start Up

Winners

2013:

Best Promo/Events

Finalists

Entrepreneur of the Year Finalist*
Networker of the Year

Finalist*

2014:

Best Creative

Runners up

2015:

Best Creative

Runners up

2016:

Best Creative

Finalists

2017:

Best Creative

Winners

2018:

Best Creative

Runners up

Best Micro-Established

Runners up

* Individual category where Gareth Robertson was nominated

On Saturday April 7th 2018, Design Pit were recipients
of two Highly Commended Awards at the Tamworth,
Lichfield and Sutton Coldfield Business Networking Awards
Ceremony. Now in their sixth year, the Awards are a
showcase event in the local business calendar and this year
200 guests attended the ceremony at Drayton Manor Park.
Design Pit have a long standing history with these Awards
and have featured heavily in the finalist column since the
inaugral ceremony back in 2012. This year, there was no
winner’s trophy but instead two second place certificates in the
Creative and Micro-Established categories. Creative Director
Gareth Robertson went on to explain, “The Awards are a great
concept and has helped to build a real community amongst
small businesses in the local area north of Birmingham. The
networking circuit is vibrant and these Awards bring all of the
groups together to celebrate the very best in the region”. Any
business who is active on the networking circuit within the north
Birmingham region is eligible for nomination so competition is
fierce in all categories. The Gala Dinner Award Ceremony was a
fitting back drop as the winners received their trophies and then
everyone sat back to relax and take in the evening over drinks.
We look forward to next year when we hope to go one better
and take home a winner’s trophy once again!

@design_pit

Gareth receiving the Highly Commended Creative Award certificate
from category sponsor Peter Robinson from Prizm Solutions

Gareth receiving the Micro-Established Award certificate from category
sponsors Natasha Inan and Mel Mehmet from Mama Life Magazine

01543 241 251
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Video accounted for 73% of
web traffic in 2016, and will
make up 82% of all internet
traffic in 2021.
In recent times, the impact of video on the web has been nothing short of seismic. As
you can see from the statistic above, video is becoming the new standard in internet
usage. With established social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram
embracing video and using it as a driver for web traffic, we are inundated with short
clips, adverts, introducers and how-to-demos on a daily basis. We receive videos on our
social networks, via text message, WhatsApp and on email; it is literally everywhere we
turn and look. But why has it become such a popular media for businesses and brands
to communicate through?

Because Google loves video...
Blog posts that include videos attract three times as many inbound links as posts without video. More inbound links equals better
video SEO and you are ranked higher on Google.
A video increases the time that you are likely to stay on a web page. Google likes “sticky” pages where visitors arrive at and stay
on while they look at the content on display. Having a video on a page will encourage visitors to watch it and this increases the
“stickiness” of the page; and you’ll rank higher on Google.
Video transcripts are full of keywords. And Google loves keywords! If you upload a video to YouTube or Vimeo, make sure you
upload a transcript as well and link the keywords within the transcript back to your website, this is where you can score some hefty
SEO ranking points as you are showing Google that your video content is relevant to your site; and you’ll rank higher on Google.
As most people know, Google is the largest search engine in the world, but the second largest is YouTube. There is around 100
hours of content uploaded to YouTube every minute; just let that sink in for a moment… If you have good video content, use
YouTube to drive people to your website and boost your SEO with the increase in visitors; and you’ll rank higher on Google.

People love to share...
And sharing videos is easy; especially over social media. Any video that is Liked or Shared on social
channels can build valuable links back to your website. The more links there are, the more clicks onto
your website there will be and Google will see this and guess what… you’ll rank higher on Google.
As well as these examples above, there are more subtle reasons and rationale to utilise video in your
marketing and communications strategy, such as stronger customer attention, higher engagement,
showing that you are moving with the times by using video-focused technology, stronger emotional
connections for increased customer conversions. But the crunch is, Google loves video. It sees video
as rich, viable content that adds credibility to a web presence and this is why you should be thinking
about video in your marketing and communications strategy in 2018.
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The Beneﬁts of Animated Video…
Animation is a great way of creating a bespoke video for your business that is tailored to whatever
message you are trying to get across. Animation is only limited by the imagination and can be adapted to
suit whatever audience you are targeting. Here are my Top 5 Beneﬁts of using an animated video within
your communications strategy…

Adaptable

Bespoke

Creative

Animation is so adaptable as it is
a digitally created piece of media
that offers a greater “shelf life”.
You can do things quickly with an
animated video, adjust and tweak
it later down the line when or if
things change. No need to re-book
the location, re-hire the actors or
re-write the script, just re-draw
the characters and re-record the
voice over.

Having an animated video
created gives you total control
over the story, message, styling
and execution. No need to find
locations to shoot footage at, no
need to find actors or extras, no
need to pick a day when it will be
sunny and no need for expensive
props. Animation gives you the
video you always wanted with
minimal fuss as it is created in a
digital space.

With animation, there are less
limitations than with traditional
footage based films. An animation
is mapped out based on an idea
in storyboard form which allows
the creative process to flow and
inject memorable elements in
static form before the animation
process begins. This means that
messages can be tweaked at an
early stage and there is no need to
re-shoot footage over and over.

Dynamic

Engaging

Working with creative animators
gives you the scope to develop a
dynamic and stylish animation
that will live long in the memory
of your clients, prospects and
connections. If you have a
dynamic brand, product or service
then you should have a dynamic
animation to shout about it!

Everybody loves a clever cartoon!
We all know the Meerkats,
Laughing Cow and the Michelin
Man and we build an affinity with
these cute and cuddly characters.
An animated video can add real
personality to your identity with
an engaging character who
becomes the voice of your brand.

Scan here to watch our
animation for On-Logistics:

ARTICLE BY: Gareth Robertson
ANIMATION BY: Dan Hollyoake

Scan here to watch our
Introducer animation:

@design_pit

01543 241 251
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rugby trip: tigers v wasps
Creative director Gareth visited Welford Road recently for Leicester Tigers v Wasps in the Aviva Premiership. The key
match pitted two teams together who were both vying for a spot in the playoffs at the end of the season. Wasps occupied second
position and Tigers sat in fifth, just one place outside the playoff positions. In a tense match, Tigers eventually came out on top
winning 16-15 thanks to a George Ford penalty three minutes from the final whistle that took them from 13-15 down to one point ahead.
Next season, we are planning to run one of our famed coach trips from Lichfield to Leicester for a game - email to register your interest
in coming along: info@designpit.co.uk. Tickets usually around £40 per adult and include stadium entry and travel by coach.

England flanker James Haskell warming up

Wasps kicking practice before kick off

England winger Elliot Daly warming up

Welford Road packed to capacity in the spring sunshine

Wasps warming up before kick off

Scrum time early in the second half
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